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Download High Quality Car Wallpapers from CarWallpaper.pk

CarWallpaper.pk, in one sentence, is an online repository of car wallpapers, one of the biggest of its kind
you could find in the web.

May 30, 2008 - PRLog -- CarWallpaper.pk, in one sentence, is an online repository of car wallpapers, one
of the biggest of its kind you could find in the web. The car wallpapers are available in various resolutions
– such as 800x 600 - 1024x768 - 1280x1024 and 1600x1200 – so that one could download wallpapers
according to their desktop resolutions. The website seems to understand what netizens expect from the
wallpapers they download online. 

To make matters simple for visitors, CarWallpaper.pk presents the car wallpapers models as thumbnails,
and one could set them as his/her desktop wallpaper by simply right clicking on the image and choosing
‘set as background’ on the larger image that opens subsequently. The different cars/makes are provided on
the left side menu, so that choosing one’s car of choice is a simple and straight forward task. The latest car
models are listed under ‘most recent updates’ in the home page itself. 

If you assume that the website is just about car wallpapers only, think again. The website features much
more than car wallpapers, and this include a link to a full fledged car blog, posted by experts in the trade
and information on the latest car shows scheduled (both under ‘Car Mania’), latest car related news from
around the world, and car videos, which features funny car crashes, car races, accidents, burnouts, and car
drifting. Also, CarWallpaper.pk includes a video car review section, which shows the detailed analysis of
various car models with the commentary from seasoned auto experts. 

Apart from all these, at the bottom left menu of the website is a collection of links to various car related
resources such as car parts, auto tuning, wallpaper sites etc. 

Overall, the website offers everything car lovers expect from a wallpaper website. In fact, it tries to go
farther beyond mere wallpaper downloads to provide the curious netizens useful information about car and
car related topics, car reviews, news, info on car shows, and even videos to tickle their funny bones. Also,
the car wallpapers website does not include any junk information or link in its webpage unlike many other
wallpaper download sites that stuffs its pages with graphical ads and pop-ups linking to other sites. All you
could find inside its pages is useful and relevant information only.   

If you have not visited CarWallpaper.pk yet for your wallpaper downloads, do it now. It is possible that you
might not have come across such a website before in the web. In other words, from what you find in its
pages, you would like the car wallpapers website for sure.
For more information Visit: http://www.carwallpaper.pk
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